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THE METRIC ENTROPY OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS
BY F. LEDRAPPIER AND L.-S. YOUNG 1

0. Introduction. Let M be a C°° compact Riemannian manifold without
boundary, let ƒ be a C2 difFeomorphism of M, and let ra be an /-invariant
Borel probability measure on M. The entropy of ƒ, hm(f), measures the
amount of randomness with respect to ra generated by iterating ƒ. In this
note we announce some results concerning the relationship between hm(f)
and the geometric properties of ƒ and ra. Our main results are the characterization of measures satisfying Pesin's entropy formula (Theorem 1) and the
generalization of this formula to one that applies to all invariant measures
(Theorem 2). This generalized formula involves the notion of dimension and
leads to other volume estimates (Theorem 3, Corollaries 4 and 5).
1. Preliminaries. By a theorem of Oseledecs [O], for ra-a.e. x there are
numbers Ai(x) > ••• > Xr(x)ix) a n d a decomposition of the tangent space
TXM at x into TXM = E\(x) 0 • • • 0 Er(x)(x) such that for every nonzero
vector v E 22i(x), (1/n) log ||D/^t;|| —• Xi(x) as n —> ±oo.
For x and i with \i(x) > 0, let
W\x)

= \yeM:
(^

liminf - - l o g d ( r n x , f-ny)
n—•oo

ft

> A,(x)l.
J

l

Then at a.e. x, W (x) is an immersed copy of Euclidean space, the tangent
space to Wl(x) at x being (&j<iEj(x) [Ru]. If u(x) = max{r. \{(x) > 0},
then Wu(x) (x) is called the unstable manifold at x.
Recall that if £ is a measurable partition of M, then there is a family of
conditional measures {m|} defined at ra-a.e. x such that the support of ra|
lies in £(x), the element of £ containing x, and m(A) = Jra|(A)ra(dx) for
every measurable set AcM.
(See [Ro].)
Whenever Wl(x) is defined and is an immersed submanifold, the Riemannian structure on M induces a Riemannian structure and, hence, a Riemannian measure on W%{x). We denote this measure by /J,X. A measurable
partition £ is said to be subordinate to Wu^ if for ra-a.e. x, £(x) C Wu^(x)
and contains an open neighborhood of x in Wu^x\x). Partitions adapted to
Wl are defined similarly. We say that ra has absolutely continuous conditional measures on unstable manifolds if for every £ subordinate to Wu^\ ra|
is absolutely continuous to /J,X at a.e. x.
We omit in the statements of our theorems the standing hypotheses that
ƒ : M —• M is a C2 diffeomorphism and ra is an /-invariant Borel probability
measure on M.
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2. Measures satisfying Pesin's formula.
THEOREM 1. The measure m has absolutely continuous conditional measures on unstable manifolds iff

[YlXt(x)dimEi(x)m(dx)>

M/) =
J

where a

+

i

= max(a, 0).

This formula is called Pesin's formula [P]. See [LS] for a proof of the
forward implication. The (nonuniformly) hyperbolic case of the converse is
handled in [L].
3. A generalized entropy formula. If m is a finite Borel measure on a
compact metric space and #(x, £) denotes the ball of radius e about the point
x, then we say that m satisfies a volume lemma if
lim
e->o

lo

gmg(g>g)
log e

exists and is constant ra-a.e. We refer to this constant, if it exists, as the
dimension of the measure ra, written dim(m). This definition agrees with
various other notions of dimension. (See [Y].)
We first discuss the ergodic version of our theorem, where u{x) = u a.e.
THEOREM 2. Let m be ergodic. Then there are numbers {£», i = 1 , . . . , u},
with 0 < 6i < dim Ei, such that for any partition £ subordinate to Wx the
conditional measures ra| satisfy a volume lemma with dim(ra|) = Ylj<i fy
and that hm(f) is given by
i

IDEAS BEHIND THE PROOF. We introduce the notion of entropy along
W%, which we denote by hi. Intuitively, hi measures the amount of randomness along VP-leaves. First we show, as in [Y], that h\ = 8\\i. This basic
relationship holds whenever the map in question has only one exponent and
this exponent is positive. For a.e. x, Wt+1(x) is foliated by WMeaves. The
map ƒ : W%^'1{x) —» W%Jrl{fx) behaves like a skew product with respect to
these fibers, and its base transformation acts as though its (only) exponent
is Ai+i. Our earlier observation points to the equation hi+\ —hi — £*+iA»+i,
where 6;+i is the "transverse dimension" of Wl-leaves in Wl+l(x). Writing
dim(ra*) for the dimension of the conditional measures of m on VP-leaves, we
also show that
dim(m* +1 ) = £;+i + dim(m*).
Summing these formulas over i, we arrive at the conclusion of Theorem 2. D
Without the assumption of ergodicity, Theorem 2 generalizes to the following:
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THEOREM 2'. There are measurable functions 6i(x) with 0 < 6i(x) <
dim Ei(x) s.t.
M/)=

fY^Xt(x)Si(x)m(dx).
J

i

Note that Ruelle's inequality follows immediately from this formula, and
that the numbers 6i(x) carry the same geometric meaning as before.
4. Volume estimates. We assume ergodicity for the rest of the announcement. Corresponding to each A; > 0, we have defined a "partial dimension" 6{. For i with X{ < 0 we now define 6{ using / _ 1 and let dim(ra + ) =
S{i,Ai>o} ^*> dim(ra~) = ]^{i,Ai<o} ftj and dim(m°) = multiplicity of 0 as an
exponent.
THEOREM 3. If m is ergodic, then f or a.e. x,
logmB(x.e) ^ _. , ,.
_. ,
.
.. , 0 \
hmsup
—
< dim(m~n + dim(m j + dimfm ).
log e
e_+o
COROLLARY 4. Suppose m is ergodic, none of the exponents are zero, and
..
logmB(x,£)
hm sup ——.—±-+-± = dim M
loge
e-o
at rn-a.e. x. Then m is absolutely continuous to Riemannian measure on M.
This follows immediately from Theorem 3 and the absolute continuity of the
stable and unstable foliations. With an obvious modification in its hypotheses,
Corollary 4 is also valid for C2 flows.
Finally, we state a corollary that partially confirms a conjecture of Yorke,
which states that, in some generic sense, the dimension of attractors is given
by
Lyap dim(m) = YJ dim Ei + V^ Xi dim Ei/\\j\,
i<j

i<j

where j is the smallest integer such that Yli<j Xi dim Ei < 0, and these exponents are taken with respect to a Bowen-Ruelle measure m [PK Y Y].
COROLLARY 5. For any ergodic measure m,
logmB(x,e)
.
(
hmsup
—
< Lyap dim(m)
e^o
loge
~
at m-a. e. x. Equality is attained only if rn has absolutely continuous conditional measures on unstable manifolds.
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